USER ACQUISITION
HAS JUST BECOME
SMARTER
CUBEPILE.COM

ABOUT US

Cubepile is a performance based user acquisition platform with
a tremendous global reach of direct mobile in-app traffic.
Since our main goal is to bring more value to our partners we introduced
our SmartCube product. Smartcube includes quality optimization engine
based on post-install engagement data, Fraud & compliance control through
proprietary tools and reporting based on user quality metrics & KPIs.

SMARTCUBE

Our system supports all leading third-party mobile tracking providers and is
deeply integrated with them, which allows you to enjoy 100% transparency
so you can focus entirely on optimization of each distribution channel. Benefit
from expert representation and distribution of your Mobile iOS & Android
applications.
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PRODUCTS

TARGETING

SmartCube’s remarkable precision
targeting functionality
Utilizing manual and automated settings to increase performance, our system
enables app developers to target their audience by any combination of
geographic region or city, device type and device operating system.

SmartCube’s Integrated DMP
Anonymous data is being collected from variable sources and applied to our
system which automatically creates user profiles. The gathered information is
used to target users that are more valuable to the app developer. The result
is noticeably better LTV and higher CR.
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PRODUCTS

OPTIMIZATION

SmartCube is a fully transparent platform
our app developers are able to collect variable information in real time and
submit optimization requests at any point.

Better KPIs & higher LTV
Campaigns are continuously optimized by the SmartCube system. SmartCube
was built in order to meet strict KPIs and ensure traffic is driven only by highly
valuable users. SmartCube creates a comprehensive performance map of the
different sources, taking into account Install and post-install data provided
by the app developer. SmartCube applies filters automatically, ensuring
campaigns are delivered to the people that are most likely to convert.
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PRODUCTS

FRAUD
DETECTION

CubeSafe our proprietary
anti-fraud solution
Integrated into SmartCube is our own anti-fraud solution, designed to detect
and blocks any suspicious activity in real time. CubeSafe utilising machine
learning and leading third party solutions such as ForensiQ and Protected
Media which monitors all traffic and ensures you only get high-quality human
users.
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PRODUCTS

REPORTING
DASHBOARD

Cubepile Platform
Our platform includes an intuitive performance dashboard and an API which
is available for our direct publishers and app developers, delivering real-time
reports and insight into campaign performance enabling users to track
campaign effectiveness and returns as they occur.

Easy integration
Our system includes deep integrations with all leading third-party mobile
tracking providers and supports conversions as well as post-conversion
event tracking.
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SOLUTIONS

SDK
TECHNOLOGY

Get more from your users using
our technology
Our proprietary data analytic SDK analyses data driven from events created
by users. The collected data is aggregated in our DMP that builds user
profiles in order to target audiences matching campaign requirements.
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SOLUTIONS

NATIVE

Native advertising users are more
engaged and valuable
We adapt native advertising to effectively drive engaged users to download
more apps. Our system matches apps with targeted content so users will
see the apps that are most likely to interest them.
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SOLUTIONS

DISPLAY

Finding the right type of media is essential
to achieving campaign goals
We have partnered with a big number of media sources which enables us to
offer a broad reach of media and worldwide traffic. Our team of experts relies
on data and experience to drive the best type of media for every campaign,
meeting advertiser’s requirements.
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SOLUTIONS

PROGRAMMATIC

Buying traffic programmatically is an automated,
highly targeted and fully transparent method
We support the latest OpenRTB Protocol, our technology enables us to connect
the leading SSPs in the market. RTB technology enables us to buy any type
of media, advertise in premium apps, target specific users, and acquire any
type of media all in real time.
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SOLUTIONS

AUDIO
MARKETING

AudioCube - Increase your reach via programmatic
audio ads
A study shows that global podcast listening has increased by 40%. Audio
ads allow advertisers to integrate their brands into audiences' daily routines
in a distraction-free environment.
Our advertising solution is ideal for advertisers who want to reach a broader
audience with their awareness campaigns by placing advertisements before
or during streaming music, news, and podcasts. In some cases, we may
also offer the option of displaying an ad while an audio ad is being played.
There is no better time than now to start using this rapidly growing tool for
marketing.
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CAMPAIGNS

BECOME
A PART
OF THE
GLOBAL
WORLD
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CONTACT US
AND BE OUR PARTNER IN
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

INFO@CUBEPILE.COM

WWW.CUBEPILE.COM

